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Abstract— The majority of automatic speech recognition (ASR)
systems rely on hidden Markov models, in which Gaussian
mixtures model the output distributions associated with sub-
phone states. This approach, whilst successful, models consecutive
feature vectors (augmented to include derivative information)
as statistically independent. Furthermore, spatial correlations
present in speech parameters are frequently ignored through
the use of diagonal covariance matrices. This paper continues
the work of Digalakis and others who proposed instead a first-
order linear state-space model which has the capacity to model
underlying dynamics, and furthermore give a model of spatial
correlations. This paper examines the assumptions made in
applying such a model and shows that the addition of a hidden
dynamic state leads to increases in accuracy over otherwise
equivalent static models. We also propose a time-asynchronous
decoding strategy suited to recognition with segment models. We
describe implementation of decoding for linear dynamic models
and present TIMIT phone recognition results.
Index Terms— LDM, ASR, Stack decoding
I. I NTRODUCTION
T HE work described in this paper is motivated by the fol-lowing belief: a model which reflects the characteristics
of speech production will ultimately lead to improvements in
automatic speech recognition. The articulators move slowly
and continuously along highly constrained trajectories, each
one capable of a limited set of gestures which are organized
in an overlapping, asynchronous fashion. Feature extraction
on the resulting acoustic signal produces a piecewise smooth,
spatially correlated set of parameters in which neighbouring
feature vectors are highly correlated, and dependencies can
spread over many frames. An acoustic model should reflect
these properties. A number of authors have proposed that this
may be approached by modelling speech at the segment rather
than frame level, where segment refers to a sub-word unit such
as a phone or syllable. A review is given in [1].
This work investigates acoustic modelling using a form of
linear state-space model, aiming to enhance speech recognition
through the addition of a hidden dynamic representation. State-
space models make a distinction between the underlying prop-
erties of the system and the parameterization. Allowing the
hidden state to be continuous across model boundaries offers
the potential to model longer range dependencies, loosening
the assumption of inter-segmental independence.
Digalakis’ original application of linear dynamic models
(LDM) to ASR [2] used a smoothed Gauss-Markov form,
though linear dimensionality reduction can form an integral
part of these models. We investigate the effect of subspace
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modelling and form of noise covariance on phone-class dis-
crimination.
Evaluation of new acoustic models for ASR frequently relies
on rescoring of hidden Markov model (HMM) lattices. Whilst
convenient, rescoring experiments are prone to errors intro-
duced by the models used to generate the lattice. Decoding
with segment models can be computationally expensive: unlike
frame-level models, it is not always possible to share likeli-
hood calculations for the observations of proposed segments
with differing start and end times. We suggest that a stack
decoder withA∗ search offers an efficient means of jointly
searching for the most likely model sequence and segmentation
without resorting to rescoring.
II. L INEAR DYNAMIC MODELS
The LDM (or Kalman filter model) is a generative model
with a time-varying multivariate unimodal Gaussian output
distribution. The LDM is from the family of linear Gaussian
models [3], [4], and is specified by the following pair of
equations:
yt = Hxt + εt εt ∼ N(v, C) (1)
xt = Fxt−1 + ηt ηt ∼ N(w, D) (2)
and an initial state distributionx1 ∼ N(π,Λ). We useyt
andxt to denotep- and q-dimensional observation and state
vectors respectively. The state is described by a multivariate
Gaussian distribution, and propagation is governed by a first-
order autoregressive process withq × q evolution matrixF
and the addition of Gaussian noiseηt ∼ N(w, D). A linear
projection viap× q dimensionalH links the observation and
state processes, along with the addition of more Gaussian noise
εt ∼ N(v, C), which is assumed uncorrelated to the state
noiseηt. By setting the state to have lower dimensionality than
the observations,H is used to encode linear dimensionality
reduction. In this way, a distinction is made between the pa-
rameterization and the number of degrees of freedom required
to describe the underlying spatial and temporal characteristics.
A description of the properties and types of trajectories which
the LDM generates can be found in [1].
The remainder of this section is arranged as follows: we
outline inference, parameter estimation and likelihood calcu-
lation in Section II-A, then discuss constraints which affect
modelling in Section II-B, efficient computation in Section II-
C, and consider the internal structure of the model in II-D.
Sections II-E and II-F look at how LDMs may be applied to
speech data, and the assumptions which are made in doing so.
A. Inference, parameter estimation and evaluation
The Kalman filter [5] and Rauch-Tung-Striebel (RTS)
smoother [6] are used to infer state information given anN -
length observation sequenceY = yN1 = {y1, . . . ,yN} and a
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set of model parametersΘ. Filtering provides an estimate of
the state distribution at timet given all the observations up
to and including that time,p(xt|yt1,Θ), and smoothing gives
a corresponding complete-data estimatep(xt|yN1 ,Θ). We use
x̂t|t andx̂t|N to denote the filtered and smoothed state means
respectively, withΣt|t and Σt|N denoting the corresponding
covariances.
Kalman filtering is a recursive process which alternates
between making predictions of the state mean and covariance,
x̂t|t−1 and Σt|t−1, given a set of model parameters and
the filtered statistics from the previous timêxt−1|t−1 and
Σt−1|t−1, and then updating these to arrive atx̂t|t and Σt|t
given newly observedyt. The update is made in such a way
as to minimize the filtered state covarianceΣt|t. Applying
the RTS smoother yields estimates which are the optimal
linear combination of one forward and one backward filter
so as to minimizeΣt|N . The Kalman filter and RTS smoother
equations are given in the Appendix.
Parameter estimation uses the expectation maximization
(EM) algorithm [7], which iterates toward a generalized max-
imum likelihood solution by alternately computing complete-
data state expectations using the current parameter set, and
then updating parameters based on these estimates. Taking an
LDM and multiplying one dimension of the state by some
factor whilst dividing the corresponding column ofH by
the same gives distributions over the observations identical
to those of the original. Despite the lack of unique parameter
estimates and the inherent degeneracy [3], EM training for
LDMs is stable in practice and converges quickly, though it is
sensitive to initial parameter estimates [1].
Classification and recognition require calculation of the
likelihood of a given model generating a section of speech
data. The Kalman filter recursions as given in the Appendix
include calculation of the prediction erroret and associated
covarianceΣet :
et = yt −Hx̂t|t−1 − v (3)
Σet = HΣt|t−1H
T + C (4)
where x̂t|t−1 and Σt|t−1 are the predicted state mean and
covariance respectively. With errors assumed uncorrelated and
Gaussian, the log-likelihood of anN -frame observed sequence
yN1 given an LDM with parameter setΘ is calculated as:






log |Σet |+ eTt Σ−1et et
}
−K (5)
The normalization termK = Np2 log(2π) can be omitted when
comparing multiple models on a single given section of data.
B. Constraints
Constraints on the LDM parameters can be used to alter
the properties of the model. The state noise covariance can
be set to the identity or a diagonal matrix with no loss in
generality [3]. With a diagonal observation noise covariance
C, the output distribution is approximated by a projection
of a lower dimensioned state via the observation matrixH.
This gives a model with significantly fewer parameters than
one with a fully specified noise covariance matrix, though
represents a loss in generality.
Setting H to be the identity matrix removes subspace
modelling, and gives the smoothed Gauss-Markov form used
i [2]. A state of dimension zero, or equatingH = 0, gives a
Gaussian classifier, as all modelling is through the observation
noise,εt ∼ N(v, C). Alternatively, a factor analyzer model
[3], [4] setsF = 0, the observation noiseC to be diagonal,
and gives an LDM without state dynamics in which subspace
modelling is used to give a reduced-parameter approximation
to a full-covariance Gaussian.
One constraint is always enforced during training:F is
set to be a decaying mapping, i.e.|F | < 1. If |F | > 1
were allowed, the state evolution could give a model of
exponential growth. Such behaviour may not be apparent over
small numbers of frames, whilst still introducing an element
of numerical instability. To constrain|F | < 1, the singular
value decomposition (SVD) is employed immediately after
the the re-estimation step as given in [1, Equation 4.27]. The
SVD provides a pair of orthonormal basesU and V , and a
diagonal matrix of singular valuesS such thatF = USV T .
Given thatU and V are orthonormal,|U | = |V | = 1, and
hence|F | = |S|. Letting sii denote elementi, i of S, we set
s
′
ii = min(sii, 1−κ) for i = {1, . . . , q}. In this work we used
κ = 0.005, with the result that|S′ | < 1. By re-computing
F = US
′
V T , the bases ofF are preserved whilst forcing the
transform along them to be decaying.
C. Efficient implementation
An examination of the relevant filter and smoother recur-
sions reveals that the none of the computations for the2nd
order statistics at timet involve the newly observed valueyt.
During the forward pass, the predictedΣt|t−1 and posterior
Σt| t state covariance along with the cross-covarianceΣt, t−1|t,
Kalman gain Kt, and error covarianceΣe t will then be
identical for any pair of observation sequences{y1, . . . ,yN1}
and{y′1, . . . ,y′N2} for t ≤ N1, N2.
The situation is slightly different for the smoothing pass,
though the above also applies toAt, the backward analogue
of the Kalman gain, which is calculated using the filtered
parametersΣt−1|t−1 and Σt| t−1. However, the smoothed
state covariances are dependent onN , and soΣt−1|N and
Σt,t−1|N are identical for any pair of observation sequences
{y1, . . . ,yN1} and {y′1, . . . ,y′N2} for which N1 = N2.
These observations lead to implementational strategies in
which state covariances and the correction factorsKt andAt
can be calculated, cached, and reused. The matrix operations
which are used to compute these quantities form the bulk of
the computation of implementing LDMs and so considerable
speed-ups can be found by employing such a strategy.
Table I shows estimation and classification speeds for a set
of 61 LDMs with observations of12 MFCCs and energy, and
run on a3.0GHz Pentium P4 processor. Caching computations
l ads to6 and15-fold speed increases on training and classifi-
cation respectively. For comparison, speeds are also given for
estimation and classification using full covariance Gaussian
models.
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model task speed (× real time)
Gaussian estimation 0.00002
LDM 1 iteration EM, no caching 0.0006
LDM 1 iteration EM, caching 0.0001
Gaussian classification 0.06
LDM classification, no caching 2
LDM classification, caching 0.01
TABLE I
ESTIMATION AND CLASSIFICATION SPEEDS FORLDM S AND FULL
COVARIANCE GAUSSIANS WITH 13-DIMENSIONAL
OBSERVATIONS.
D. A non-traditional view of LDM modelling
An rth-order vector autoregressive (AR) model describing
anN -length sequence ofp-dimensional random variablesZ =




Aizt−i + ηt (6)
where theAis arep× p matrices andηt is additive Gaussian
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whereIp represents ap× p identity matrix,0p a p× p matrix
of zeros, and0p a vector of zeros lengthp. Then lettingY =
{y1, . . . ,yN} be a set ofp-dimensional observations which
we wish to model with the relationshipyt = zt + εt, where
εt ∼ N(v, C), we can write:
yt =
[
Ip 0p · · · 0p
]








Note that 11 is the autoregressive process of Equation 6. By
setting the covarianceC of εt to be zero, the model remains
a vector autoregressive process withY simply a displaced
version of Z. However, the addition of observation noise
throughεt rendersZ a hidden variable, and makes the model
described by Equations 10 and 11 a constrained form of LDM.
The evolution matrix in Equation 11 holds the originalr-order
autoregressive process and acts as a shift operator for each
component of the stacked state vectorZtt−r+1. Writing the
LDM in this form shows how the state can ‘remember’ past
values, here noisy versions of the observations.
With Z of equal dimension to the observationsY, the state
is of dimensionrp. LettingZ be ad-dimensional vector, and
with the Bis representingp × d matrices, Equations 10 and
11 can be written as:
yt =
[
B1 B2 · · · Br
]








Note that the model of equations 10 and 11 can be found by
setting d = p, B1 = Id and Bi = 0d for i = {2, . . . , r}.
The matricesBi can be used to provide linear dimensionality
reduction, and so allow the autoregressive model just as many
degrees of freedom as required to model any underlying
dynamics. SpecifyingB1 but setting the remainingBis to be
zero matrices ensures thatyt has a dependence only onzt.
In this case, the observations are modelled as a corrupted-by-
noise version of a lower-dimensional orderr autoregressive
process. Further specifyingBi for i = {2, . . . , r} gives yt a
dependence also onzt−i.
In practice, estimation for LDMs is largely unconstrained.
The state vector is not explicitly divided into separate compo-
nents, asrd-dimensionalZtt−r+1 is replaced byq-dimensional
xt. Neither the state evolution or observation matrices are
forced to place zeros as shown in Equations 10 and 11.
However, writing the model in this fashion serves to show the
structure which may be contained by the LDM. The addition
of observation noise sets the LDM apart from an AR model by
making the autoregressive component a hidden process. When
combined with dimensionality reduction via the observation
process, the effect is to obscure the order of the modelling in
the state.
E. The LDM as a model for speech recognition
A simple manner in which to use LDMs for ASR is to train
a single model for each phone class in the inventory of a given
corpus. This approach is taken in the majority of experiments
presented in this paper. This will be referred to as theLDM-
of-phoneformulation, and makes the following assumptions:
• the correlation between consecutive frames within seg-
ments is constant.
• segments are not duration-normalized. Therefore, a short
instance of a phone is assumed to posses the dynamic
characteristics of a portion of a longer example.
• speech parameters can be modelled by a multivariate uni-
modal Gaussian distribution subject to systematic mean
and covariance modification throughout a given segment.
The LDM incorporates the idea of speech being modelled in
a domain other than the observations, which are seen as noisy
transforms of an underlying process. The internal variables of
the hidden state reflect some of the known properties of speech
production, where articulators move relatively slowly along
constrained trajectories. Depending on the implementation, the
state may be reset at the start of each phone or each sentence.
A degree of coarticulation modelling is implicit during regions
where the state is continuous, as the distribution of the state
at time t affects its distribution at timet + τ .
A linear mapping between state and observation processes
dictates that points close in state space are also close in
observation space. Therefore, trajectories which are continuous
in state space are also continuous in observation space. If
the hidden state is seen as having articulator-like charac-
teristics, such a constraint is not universally appropriate as
small changes in articulatory configuration can sometimes
lead to radical changes in the acoustics. Experiments reported
in [1] and [2] suggest that whilst linear models give poor
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descriptions of the dependenciesbetweenphone segments,
behaviourwithin phones can be accounted for by a linear
predictor. This is reflected in the LDM-of-phone formulation:
within phone models, the output distribution evolves in a
linear, continuous fashion. Discontinuities and non-linearities
can be incorporated at phone boundaries where resetting the
state and switching the observation process parametersH, v
andC results in a sudden shift in acoustic space. By passing
state statistics across model boundaries (as discussed below
in Section II-F.1), the state process can remain continuous
through such shifts.
In our work, the state has the function of giving a compact
and dynamic representation of the observed parameters. A
number of studies, such as [8]–[12], have attempted to in-
corporate the relationship between articulation and acoustics
through the use of state-space models with non-linear state-
observation mappings. In [11], [12], the state is set to model
the pole locations of the vocal tract by initializing training
using vocal-tract-resonances (VTR), though learning accurate
non-linear projections from VTR to acoustic domains proved
problematic. In [13], [14], a mixture of linear models is
proposed with which to approximate a non-linear relationship
whilst retaining many of the useful properties of linear models.
F. Extensions to LDM-of-phone modelling
1) State-passed:A state process which is continuous both
within and between phone segments, as found in [9]–[15],
represents a step toward the goal of an acoustic model
which reflects the properties of speech production. Passing
state information across model boundaries offers a degree of
contextual modelling, and furthermore gives the possibility of
modelling longer range dependencies than contained within
phone segments.
We use the terms state-passed and state-reset to differentiate
implementations where state statistics are passed across or
reset at model boundaries. At the start of each new segment,
the prediction of the state distribution,xt|t−1, is required to
initialize filtering as described in the Appendix. In the state-
reset case, the LDM’s learned initial parameters are used, so
that xt|t−1 ∼ N(π,Λ). In the state-passed case, predictions
are calculated using the posterior state distribution at the
preceding time and the current model parameters, so that
xt|t−1 ∼ N(F x̂t−1|t−1 + w, FΣt−1|t−1FT + D).
Training with a fully continuous state and known segmen-
tation requires a simple modification of the state-reset case
as above. However, exact state-passed classification would
lead to an exponential increase in computation. Therefore,
an approximation is made by introducing pruning at phone
boundaries which, whilst not strictly admissible, is believed to
be a reasonable approximation and substantially improves effi-
ciency. An alternative approach is to reset the state covariance,
but not mean, at boundaries. Some information will still be
carried from one phone to the next, but efficient computation
can be maintained by pre-computing or caching the2nd order
filter statistics as discussed in Section II-C.
The spectrograms in Figures 1(a), 1(b) and 1(c) give visual
evidence of the potential benefits of a state which is continuous























Do atypical farmers grow oats? (b)












Fig. 1. Spectrograms generated from observed MFCCs, also from state-reset
and state-passed LDM predictions for the utterance ‘Do atypical farmers grow
oats?’
across model boundaries. The first spectrogram in the figure
shows the original MFCCs corresponding to the utterance
‘Do atypical farmers grow oats?’. A Mel-warped frequency
scale is used, with regions of high and low energy shown
by areas of light and dark shading respectively. The second
shows the predicted state meanx̂t|t−1 calculated during the
forward filtering pass, projected into the observation space
via Equation 2. The time-aligned phone labels determine the
parameters used during filtering within each segment. The
third spectrogram is derived in the same way as the second,
though in this case the state statistics have been passed across
phone boundaries during filtering.
Comparing Figures 1(a) and 1(b), it is apparent that the
state-reset LDMs follow many of spectral characteristics of
the acoustic signal. However, spectral transitions are subject to
strong boundary effects as each new model takes a few frames
to find an appropriate location in state-space. The spectrogram
in Figure 1(c) demonstrates how a fully continuous state
reduces these effects. For example, the discontinuities in the
transition of the first formant through the phones [ux q ey ]
early in the utterance (Figure 1(b)) are removed when the state
is passed across segment boundaries.
2) Multiple regime models:The multiple regime (MR)
formulation splits each phone into a number of regions, each
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of which is modelled by a separate LDM. Following [2]1, a
deterministic mapping dependent on segment duration dictates
the sequence of sub-models which are used to generate each
phone. The assumptions described in Section II-E then apply
within sub-phone regions. The state can be passed or reset
between regions as described above.
An MR approach was not taken initially in this work
as using deterministic, hand-chosen mappings to partition
segments is suboptimal. If such an internal structure is to
be used, it should be described by some discrete, hidden
random variable, and the transition network learned prob-
abilistically. Furthermore, subdividing segments risks losing
their ‘segmental’ nature. The intention is to model longer
sections of speech in which linguistic events occur. Partitioning
phone-length segments will produce regions consisting of only
a few frames. Modelling may then tend toward the HMM
where models describe short, stationary regions of the speech
parameters within which there is little requirement for a model
of dynamics. Lastly, there are a number of design choices
in the LDM-of-phone which warrant investigation prior to
modification in this way. However, these models do provide
an interesting extension to the LDM-of-phone formulation and
warrant investigation as precursors to switching models [16].
III. C LASSIFICATION EXPERIMENTS
A. Data and method
All experimental work uses the TIMIT corpus [17] and
follows the standard train/test division, omitting thesa sen-
tences which are the same for each speaker. Validation data
comprising480 sentences was set aside from the train set as
in [1]. Both MFCC and PLP features were derived from the
acoustic signal, calculated within25ms windows at a frame
rate of10ms. All experiments use context-independent models.
For classification, a number of EM iterations are performed
to estimate parameters using the training data minus the
validation set, and the models stored. Classification accuracy
on the validation set is used to determine how many iterations
the models should be trained for, and to choose a bigram
language model scaling factor. Models are then retrained
using the combined training and validation data, and the final
classification accuracy is for the full test set. The allowable
confusions introduced in [18] are used to collapse the61
phones down to39 for final evaluation.
Where results are reported as representing statistically sig-
nificant differences, a pairedt-test has been used. The1344
TIMIT test utterances are split into24 subsets, accuracy
computed within each and a pairedt-test performed on the
results. A significance level ofp < 0.001 is used to determine
if differences are consistent across the test set.
Recalling that model likelihood is calculated according
to Equation 5, initial experiments showed that the state’s
contribution to the error covarianceΣet was detrimental to
classification accuracy. The state covariance is normally reset
to a value learned during training at the start of each segment,
and converges during the first few filter recursions. It was
1This was originally referred to as correlation invariance (CI), renamed here
to avoid confusion with the term ‘context-independent’.




















state covariance not included
state covariance included
Fig. 2. Phone classification by segment length for480 TIMIT
sentences. The dashed line shows accuracy using the correct form of
likelihood calculation, and the solid line accuracy where likelihoods
are computed replacingΣet = C + HΣt|t−1H
T with Σ′et = C.
suspected that the resulting fluctuations in the likelihoods
computed during segment-initial frames would have most
effect on the overall likelihood of shorter phone segments.
Figure 2 shows the number of correctly classified tokens
with a feature set of MFCCs and energy from480 TIMIT
validation sentences, broken down by segment length. The
dashed line shows classification accuracy withet normalized
by Σet , and the solid line shows the results of the same
task whereΣet = C + HΣt|t−1H
T has been replaced with
Σ′et = C. For segments over11 frames, the correct form
of likelihood calculation gives a slightly higher accuracy.
However, for shorter segments, a modifiedΣet gives markedly
higher classification accuracy. These results are for the61
phone TIMIT set, prior to the addition of language model, and
correspond to overall accuracies of40.1% and 46.7% using
the correct and modified likelihood calculations respectively.
Figure 3 shows framewise log-likelihoods across the utter-
ance ‘Now forget all this other’ computed using both forms,
with the time-aligned phone labels used to determine which
model is used within each segment. The figure suggests that in
fact, the greatest fluctuations at the start of new segments are
found where the modified form is used. The plot of Figure 4
shows the framewise likelihoods averaged over the61 models
for each of the18 phone segments in the same utterance as in
Figure 3. A single standard deviation either side of the mean
is also given. We see from this plot that the average likelihood
is consistently higher, and has lower spread, where the correct
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Fig. 3. Framewise likelihood computed using both correct and
modified form for the utterance ‘Now forget all this other’.




















Fig. 4. Mean and single standard deviations of likelihood under all
61 models for each of the18 tokens in the utterance ‘Now forget all
this other’, computed using both modified and correct form.
form has been used.
likelihood likelihood form
computed over correct modified
true model only -34.5 -34.1
all models -46.3 -48.2
TABLE II
COMPARISON OF AVERAGE FRAMEWISE LIKELIHOOD COMPUTED
USING CORRECT AND MODIFIED FORMS, COMPUTED FOR TRUE
MODEL ONLY OR AVERAGED OVER ALL MODELS.
Table II compares true-model and average likelihoods over
the full 480 validation utterances. Where the true model
according to the labelling is used, the modified form gives
a slightly higher framewise likelihood,−34.1 compared with
−34.5. However, when averaged over all models, the correct
form yields higher likelihood,−46.3 compared to−48.2.
In summary, the modified form yields lower average like-
lihood with greater spread when all models are considered,
though yields higher likelihood when computed according to
the true model parameters. The modified form, which was
shown above to give improved phone-class discrimination,
will be used for the experiments reported in this paper unless
otherwise stated.
B. LDM-of-phone results
Table III shows the classification accuracy for LDM-of-
phone and static models. The LDM state dimension (shown in
parentheses) is chosen based on exhaustive search according
to classification accuracy on the validation set. A full set of
validation results are given in [1]. The static model is a full
covariance Gaussian, which gives a single-state monophone
HMM with a unimodal full covariance output distribution. The
rationale for choosing such a baseline is to isolate the contribu-
tion of the dynamic state. Section IV-C below compares LDM
performance with classical HMM baselines in a recognition
setting. Table III shows that for each feature set, LDMs give
higher accuracy than the static model. These differences are
statistically significant, which shows that the dynamic state
yields a modest yet consistent performance improvement.
model PLP, energy + δ + δ + δδ
static 66.3% 70.1% 71.3%
LDM 67.8% (10) 71.0% (9) 72.2% (13)
model MFCC, energy + δ + δ + δδ
static 66.4% 70.2% 71.3%
LDM 67.4% (12) 71.3% (12) 72.3% (9)
TABLE III
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACIES FORLDM AND STATIC MODELS.
STATE DIMENSIONS ARE GIVEN IN PARENTHESES.
Section II-B above gave a number of variants on a fully
specified LDM. The LDM includes three Gaussian covari-
ances: initial stateΛ, state noiseD, and observation noise
C. Given the similar performances found using MFCC and
PLP features, we choose to explore a number of modelling
possibilities using only MFCCs. Table IV gives classification
accuracies where some or all of these are constrained to
be diagonal rather than full, for bothH estimated from the
data and set to the identity matrix. These results show that
the state covariancesD, Λ can be set to be diagonal with
minimal impact on accuracy, though full observation noise
covarianceC is required for best performance. In all cases
but one (base features, diagonal D,Λ), including subspace
modelling throughH leads to accuracy increases over the
smoothed Gauss-Markov realization as used in [2].
MFCC classification accuracy
















– × 67.4% 71.3% 72.3%
TABLE IV
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACIES WITH STATE, OBSERVATION OR
ALL COVARIANCES CONSTRAINED TO BE DIAGONAL, WITH H
SPECIFIED OR SET TO THE IDENTITY MATRIX.
C. Multiple regime models
Models of fricatives, silence and oral stop closures are mod-
elled with a single region as the speech signal is considered to
be approximately stationary during these sounds. Two regimes
corresponding to ‘coming in’ and ‘going out’ are used for nasal
stops, semivowels and glides, and for affricates which consist
of the combination of a stop and a fricative. Vowels, which are
subject to strong contextual variation, are split into3 regimes
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modelling ‘onset’, ‘steady state’ and ‘offset’. [19] describes
oral stop releases as consisting of3 distinct regions: a transient,
frication at the point of articulation and finally aspiration. Oral
stop releases are accordingly split into3 regimes. All segments
are split equally into their chosen number of regions except
vowels which are apportioned in the ratio3:2:3.
PLP classification accuracy
model PLP, energy + δ + δ + δδ
LDM-of-phone 67.8% 71.0% 72.2%
MR static 68.6% 73.2% 74.2%
state-reset MR LDM 68.9% 73.5% 74.4%
state-passed MR LDM 70.2% 73.6% 74.5%
MFCC classification accuracy
model MFCC, energy + δ + δ + δδ
LDM-of-phone 67.4% 71.3% 72.3%
MR static 68.6% 73.3% 74.3%
state-reset MR LDM 67.9% 73.3% 74.3%
state-passed MR LDM 69.5% 73.7% 74.5%
TABLE V
TIMIT CLASSIFICATION USINGMR STATIC AND LDM MODELS
WITH RESULTS GIVEN FOR BOTH STATE-RESET AND
STATE-PASSEDMR LDM S.
Table V shows the classification results for MR static and
LDM models with both PLP and MFCC features. An MR
static model corresponds to a particular form of HMM in
which the state transitions are deterministic given segmen-
tal duration, and the output distribution is a unimodal full
covariance Gaussian. These are included to determine if the
dynamic portion of the model still contributes under this
implementation. The MR static models outperform LDM-of-
phone models, though the (dynamic) state-passed MR LDMs
give the highest accuracies for all feature sets. However, it
is only where noδ or δδs are included that the MR LDMs
give a statistically significant increase in accuracy over the
static models, suggesting that the benefit of a dynamic state
is reduced when segments are divided in this way.
D. State-passed
The classification results of this section are for the TIMIT
core (rather than full) test set with an MFCC parameterization,
and the language models are the backed-off bigrams as used
in the recognition experiments of Section IV. Otherwise, the
classification procedure remains as described above. Standard
state-reset classification with these different language models
and test set using MFCCs and energy gives an accuracy of
67.4%, identical to the result presented in Table III, and
provides a baseline for the following experiments. The LDMs
were initialized identically to those used in producing the
baseline result and trained from scratch with both state means
and covariances passed over segment boundaries.
The state-passed results of Table VI were found with both
the state mean and covariance passed across phone boundaries,
which results in decoding at around75 times slower than real-
time on a2.4GHz Pentium P4 processor, which compares to
4 times faster than real time for the state-reset models.
These results show that the highest accuracy of67.4% is
given by the baseline result where the state is reset at the start
implementation classification speed
training testing accuracy (× real time)
state reset state reset 67.4% 0.25
state passed state reset 66.0% 0.25
state passed state passed 67.0% 75
state passed,
state passed correct likelihood 66.7% 75
TABLE VI
STATE-PASSEDMFCC AND ENERGY CLASSIFICATION
ACCURACIES.



















Fig. 5. Framewise likelihood during state-passed and -reset training.
of each new segment in both training and testing. State-passed
training followed by state-reset testing results in an accuracy of
66.0%, though using these same models and passing the state
between segments during testing gives the improved result of
67.0%. The latter is close to the baseline, and suggests that a
mismatch between training and testing causes a reduction in
performance.
The state-passed formulation yields higher likelihoods dur-
ing training than state-reset models, as shown in Figure 5.
Similarly, the model fit on unseen data is improved, with
average framewise validation likelihoods of−32.6 and−34.1
for the state-passed and state-reset respectively. This behaviour
is shown pictorially in Figure 6, which presents state-passed
and state-reset framewise likelihoods through the utterance
‘Now forget all this other’. The sudden decreases in the
state-reset likelihood correspond to segment boundaries. The




















Fig. 6. Framewise state-passed and state-reset likelihood for the
utterance ‘Now forget all this other’.
results of Table VI show that in this case, improving the
generative model and increasing model likelihood does not
lead to improved discrimination.
Section III-A above showed that a modified likelihood
calculation gave higher classification accuracies for shorter
phones. With the state continuous across entire utterances,
there may be an advantage by re-including the contribution
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of state covariance in normalizing the prediction errors. The
last result of Table VI shows that in fact this causes a
slight reduction in performance, giving an accuracy of66.7%.
We find similar behaviour to that described in Section III-A
above, with the modified form giving higher likelihood when
evaluated using the true model,−32.6 compared to−33.4.
IV. CONTINUOUS SPEECH RECOGNITION
Letting Y = yN1 = {y1, . . . ,yN} denote anN -length ob-
servation sequence, andW = wjN1 = {w1, . . . , wjN } denote
a corresponding word sequence, decoding can be defined as





Bayes rule is used to decompose Equation 14 in terms of a
sequence of sub-word models accounting for the full obser-
vation sequenceM = mkN1 = {m1, . . . ,mkN }, and then the









By searching forW∗ whilst taking the maximum likelihood
model sequence rather than summing over all possibilities
gives a significant increase in computational efficiency.
Decoding for ASR can be defined in terms of the search
ordering, with a common strategy being time-synchronous
forward dynamic programming (Viterbi decoding [21]), where
all hypotheses at a given time are evaluated before the search
proceeds to the next time. An alternative approach, time-
asynchronousA∗ search, is considered in this work.
A. A∗ search
During best-first search, such asA∗ stack decoding, the
search order is determined by an evaluation function,h∗. At
each cycle, the current most promising partial hypothesis is
chosen for extension. For anN -length observation sequence
yN1 , we define the evaluation functionh
∗
t for a hypothesis with
a path ending at timet ≤ N as being composed of two parts:
h∗t = ft + g
∗
t (16)
The first is the detailed matchft, and contains the likelihood








1 ) P (w
jt
1 ) (17)
where wjt1 = {w1, . . . , wjt} and m
kt
1 = {m1, . . . ,mkt}
represent the hypothesized sequence of words and sub-word
models respectively. The second is the lookahead functiong∗t ,
which holds an estimated likelihood cost to account for the
remainder of the observationsyNt+1. Using an evaluation func-
tion composed of detailed match and lookahead function is
key to time-asynchronous search, as it allows the comparison
of hypotheses of differing lengths. Such a search strategy is
admissible as long asg∗t gives anupper boundon the acoustic
likelihood [22].
The efficiency or otherwise of anA∗ search is largely
determined byg∗t . Whilst the estimate of the remaining like-
lihood must be optimistic, over-estimates can lead to a vastly
increased search space. Exact computation of the remaining
cost (which would involve summation over all possible word
sequences) is usually considered impractical and approxima-
tions are made using heuristic approaches [23], [24].
B. Decoding for linear dynamic models
Pre-compiling a transition network according to the lan-
guage, lexical and acoustic models [21] is a natural approach
for decoding with HMMs since the models are discrete and
finite-state right down to state level. By contrast, LDMs give
models of variable-length segments, and the continuous-valued
state means that the Viterbi criterion, integral to efficient
time-synchronous search, is never admissible on a frame-
wise basis (though dependent on implementation, may be at
the ends of phones or words). LDMs also require increased




already calculated, extending acoustic matching by a single









all that is required is a further forward Kalman recursion.
However, p(yt+τt−1 |m
kt+τ
kt−1) cannot be calculated in such an
efficient manner. The state’s initial value influences the subse-
quent forward filtered state statistics, and hence any likelihood
computation. Therefore, a separate Kalman filter must be run
to compute the model likelihoods for each candidate start time.
In [11], a time-synchronous strategy was proposed for
decoding a non-linear state-space model, in which a stack
structure maintains a set of candidate paths for each phone
node at each time. When inserting a hypothesis onto a stack,
the Viterbi approximation is made on paths which are close
together in state space. Another approach to decoding with
a non-linear state-space model is given by [15], in which
the continuous hidden space is discretized to validate a time-
synchronous search.
In the current study, we propose that a time-asynchronous
strategy is well suited to decoding with continuous state
models: with no requirement that the Viterbi criterion be
applied at a frame level, the decoder is flexible to the choice of
acoustic model, and dependent on the accuracy of lookahead,
such search can be efficient in only exploring likely paths.
This approach also has the advantage that, unlike Viterbi
decoding, the language model is not used to generate each new
hypothesis. Decoupling the language model and hypothesis
generation in this way means that the decoder can be designed
in a modular fashion, with the only restriction on the language
model being that it must be able to assign probabilities to
initial portions of sentences consisting of whole words.
1) Implementation of the core acoustic matching:In prac-
t ce, the detailed match of Equation 17 is computed as a
weighted sum of log probabilities with the addition of a
word insertion penalty, as in [21], and a log-Gaussian phone
duration distribution estimated on the training set [1]. For each
hypothesis which is popped, decoding involves a depth-first
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walk over a tree-shaped lexicon as described in [25]. Acoustic
matching takes place in a grid structure with time increasing
down they-axis and a column for each phone model to be
added. Hypotheses are extended by whole words, one phone
at a time, with an optional silence added at the start of each
new word. Phones are added as follows: for each candidate
start time, a Kalman filter is run to compute the acoustic
likelihoods for a range of end times. These are combined with
the other elements of the detailed match and the previous
path likelihood, then entered in the appropriate rows of the
following column. If the state is reset between phone models,
the Viterbi approximation is applied where multiple paths
meet.
2) Computing the lookahead functiong∗t : The decoding
experiments presented below consist of phone recognition
of isolated sentences. For every utterance to be decoded,
a Kalman filter is run across the full observation sequence
for each of the61 TIMIT phone models. The frame-wise
likelihoods under each model are ranked, then an average taken
across the topn. These averages are then summed so as to
produce a reverse accumulation of framewise likelihood. The
experiments reported in this work usen = 1 which provides
a practical upper bound on the remaining likelihood, though
ignoring language model and durational constraints means that
the lookahead is over-estimated.
3) Pruning: Beam pruning, which is dependent on calcu-
lated likelihoodft rather than lookaheadg∗t , is implemented
both in the grid and on the stack, with∆(grid) and ∆(stack)
denoting the grid and stack beam widths respectively. As each
word is added to the most recently popped hypothesis, an
upper boundΨ(grid)t is maintained on the likelihoods in the
grid. Any paths for whichft < Ψ
(grid)
t −∆(grid) are discarded.
Similarly a stack upper boundΨ(stack)t is maintained and paths
for which ft > Ψ
(stack)
t −∆(stack) are removed.
In practice, finding suitable values of∆(stack) proved
problematic: tight thresholds could result in pruning away all
hypotheses, whilst larger values of∆(stack) resulted in a stack
which grew to a size which significantly increased decoding
time. An adaptive pruning scheme was developed in which a
target stack size is chosen and at each iteration, the stack beam
width is updated dependent on the current stack size. Relation








The tuning parameterα dictates how rapidly the beam width
can change. A value ofα = 0.1 was found to be suitable.
Figure 7 illustrates the adaptive pruning scheme maintaining
a stack of300 partial hypotheses during decoding. Through
1000 decoder cycles, the stack size increases initially, but is
soon capped and then remains fairly constant.
We make the following observations of the effect of pruning
on the experiments reported below: the number of partial
hypotheses kept on the stack has a significant effect on the
speed at which the decoder runs. The local beam width∆(grid)
affects accuracy but has little effect on time to decode each
utterance. For smaller stack sizes, pruning in the grid can













initial stack ∆ = 100
initial stack ∆ = 1000
Fig. 7. The adaptive pruning adjusts the stack beam width∆(stack) at
each iteration to maintain a roughly constant number of stack items.
This figure shows the first500 cycles of the decoder for large and
small initial ∆(stack) and a target stack size of300.
be advantageous to recognition performance, as the highest
accuracies do not correspond to the largest grid beam widths.
Such pruning has the effect of removing unlikely hypotheses
at the first possible opportunity. In phone recognition experi-
ments, pruning in the grid is found to make little difference to
decoding speed, however the local beam width∆(grid) may
have a more significant effect on the decoder speed for word
recognition in which multiple phone models are evaluated in
the grid.
4) Efficient implementation: Pre-computation of state
statistics was discussed in Section II-C, and can be used during
recognition with correspondingly significant savings. Since the
state is reset between phones, computation can be further
reduced by caching acoustic likelihoods.
C. Experimental results
The LDM-of-phone recognition experiments use the model
sets which produced the classification results of Table III. The
various scaling factors and word insertion penalty were chosen
on the validation set. A number of HMM baseline results have
been prepared using HTK [21], with models trained, validated
and tested on identical data and language model to that used
in the LDM experiments. The HMMs were initialized with
uniform segmentation and Viterbi training, then Baum-Welch
to convergence with fixed segment label times followed by full
embedded training.
All results are given on the NIST core test set, and use the
same levels of pruning as applied during validation. Decoding
uses a set of61 models, though in reporting results the phone
set is collapsed down to39.
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phone PLP, energy + δ + δ + δδ
% correct 58.7% 62.9% 62.0%
% accuracy 55.2% 58.5% 58.5%
phone MFCC, energy + δ + δ + δδ
% correct 54.0% 60.0% 63.9%
% accuracy 51.1% 57.2% 60.3%
TABLE VII
TIMIT NIST CORE TEST-SET LDM RECOGNITION ACCURACIES.
LDM recognition results are given in Table VII and show
that MFCCs with energy,δs andδδs appended give overall
highest accuracy of60.3%. The majority of the confusions are
between vowels, with phones commonly misclassified as [ix ]
[ax ] or [ao ]. Also, errors appear in making voicing decisions,
with [b, d ] being frequently recognized as their voiceless
counterparts [p, t ].
HMM speed
states mixtures covariance accuracy params (× real time)
1 1 diagonal 51.4% 4.8K 0.045
3 1 diagonal 58.9% 14.5K 0.041
1 1 full 58.1% 50.0K 0.064
3 1 full 65.6% 150.1K 0.14
1 20 diagonal 64.2% 96.4K 0.14
3 20 diagonal 69.4% 289.1K 0.36
1 2 full 60.3% 100.0K 0.11
speed
LDM accuracy params (× real time)
60.3% 82.8K 26
TABLE VIII
TIMIT NIST CORE TEST-SET LDM AND HMM RECOGNITION
ACCURACIES FORMFCCS WITH ENERGY, δS AND δδS. NUMBERS
OF FREE PARAMETERS AND DECODING SPEEDS ARE ALSO GIVEN.
As previously, we take a full covariance Gaussian as the
static model baseline, which equates to a single state mono-
phone HMM with unimodal full covariance Gaussian output
distribution. The recognition accuracy of58.1% is given in
row 3 of Table VIII, and represents a statistically significant
reduction on the LDM accuracy of60.3%. A number of other
HMM results are given in Table VIII, along with numbers of
free parameters and decoding speeds. The classical TIMIT 3-
state HMM baseline gives an accuracy of69.4%, substantially
higher than found for LDMs, and uses over3 times more free
parameters.
V. D ISCUSSION
LDMs have been proposed for ASR under a variety of
implementations [2], [13], [14], [16]. This work has examined
the core assumptions made in using such a model, along with
the associated implementational issues, and demonstrated that
the addition of a hidden dynamic state leads to improved
accuracy. Relative error reductions of3.5% and 5.5% were
found using LDMs compared to otherwise equivalent static
models on TIMIT phone classification and recognition tasks.
However, in light of the extra computation, these gains do not
make a strong case for adoption of these models.
One possible conclusion which may be drawn is that a first
order linear state process is inappropriate for modelling of
speech parameters. This was the finding of [16], though this
study did not make additions which were found to be benefi-
cial, such as full noise covariances and a modified likelihood
calculation. Alternatively, the true benefits of the state process
might be found with an alternative implementation.
Given that the state is used to model underlying dynamics
from segments which are subject to variation both between
and within speakers, the state-observation mapping should
be tuned to minimize these effects and produce consistent
underlying behaviour. One possibility is to employ a non-linear
mapping between state and observations. The linear Gaussian
assumptions made by the Kalman filter do not hold in this
case, and so [11], [12] apply an extended Kalman filter (EKF),
in which the non-linearity is approximated by constructing
locally linear state and observation equations. This assumes
that the errors on truncating a Taylor series to first order will be
negligible, which in practice may not be valid. The problems
inherent in the EKF may also be associated with the practical
difficulty in training a non-linear state-observation model as
discussed in [13], and an alternative filtering approach, such
as proposed by [26], may prove rewarding.
Alternatively, [13], [14] propose a switching observation
process designed to approximate a non-linear mapping, whilst
retaining many of the useful properties of a linear Gaussian
models. The maximum number of mixture components used
in the observation processes was4, which is small compared
to the number of components which may be employed in an
HMM-based system. Increasing the number of components
may be beneficial. Another possible approach for reducing
the effects of inter-speaker variability is through adaptation of
the observation process using a form of maximum likelihood
linear regression (MLLR) [27], which could be implemented
whilst retaining the linear-Gaussian properties of the LDM.
The use of context-dependent models has become standard
in HMM systems, and may also be applied to LDMs. As with
HMMs, parameter tying will be required to alleviate problems
of data sparsity, though the LDM offers a multitude of ways in
which this may be implemented as models may share some or
all parameters. For example, models within the same triphone
cluster might share observation but not state parameters, or
in the case of a switching observation process as discussed
above, models might share noise models and differ in their
observation matricesH.
Results in Section III-B showed that a full covariance
observation noise model gave an accuracy increase over diag-
onal models. The increase in computation is marginal, as the
Kalman filter recursions yield full prediction error covariance
matrices, though the number of free parameters is increased by
1
2p(p−1) per Gaussian, wherep is the observation dimension.
Modelling the precision (inverse covariance) matrix as in [28],
leads to a factorization which separates a full covariance
matrix into rotation and magnitude components. This approach
facilitates learning of covariance matrices which are between
diagonal and full, and also offers flexible parameter tying
schemes where a covariance matrices share a common rotation
component, but have unique magnitudes. Both of these may
prove useful in ensuring robust estimation whilst increasing
the number of models, whether through the introduction of
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context-dependent or mixture models.
The findings of Section III-D were that passing state statis-
tics across segment boundaries led to decreases in classifi-
cation accuracy. However, the success of such an approach
might depend on occasional resetting of the state as there
is a great deal of variation in the nature of the transitions
between segments. In some cases, these will be highly non-
linear, such as found between the closure and release portions
of plosives. At other times, the segmental boundaries are
less well-defined, such as in the transition between a vowel
and a nasal stop. It may be that resetting the state for the
first of these examples would act as a regularizer for the
state covariances, but allowing passing of the state in the
second would enhance modelling. Building an understanding
of the manner in which this choice interacts with the ability
to discriminate phone classes would be non-trivial, though
desirable given the intuitive appeal of such a model for ASR.
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The Kalman filter equations are as below, and initialized by
settingx̂1|0 andΣ1|0 to the initial state mean and covariance.
x̂t|t = x̂t|t−1 + Ktet
x̂t|t−1 = F x̂t−1|t−1 + w
et = yt − ŷt = yt − v −Hx̂t|t−1
Kt = Σt|t−1HT Σ−1et
Σet = HΣt|t−1H
T + C
Σt|t = Σt|t−1 −KtΣetKTt
Σt,t−1|t = (I −KtH)FΣt−1,t−1
Σt|t−1 = FΣt−1|t−1FT + D
A backward pass with the RTS smoother gives complete-
data estimates:
x̂t−1|N = x̂t−1|t−1 + At(x̂t|N − x̂t|t−1)
Σt−1|N = Σt−1|t−1 + At(Σt|N − Σt|t−1)ATt
At = Σt−1|t−1FT Σ−1t|t−1
Σt,t−1|N = Σt,t−1|t + (Σt|N − Σt|t)Σ−1t|t Σt,t−1|t
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